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Inadvertent Start of Both Diesel Generators
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At 1647 on February 25, 1985, with the plant in a refueling shutdown condition,
alarm 47001-34, " Condenser Low Vacuum Turbine Trip", momentarily cleared and then
alamed again. Following this, both diesel generators started. After investigating
the cause, the diesel generators were secured.

Investigation revealed that these two events were caused by maintenance to the
turbine trip mechanism located on the turbine redestal. During this maintenance
the turbine manual trip / reset lever was momentarily placed in the latch position
allowing turbine auto stop oil pressure to increase to the point where the turbine
trip pressure switches were reset. This cleared the Condenser Low Vacuum Turbine

! Trip alarm. The lever was then placed in the trip position allowing the auto
stop oil pressure to decrease. As th'e pressure fell below 45 psig, the Condenser
Low Vacuum Turbine Trip signal and Diesel Generator Start signals were initiated.

To prevent reoccurence, the diesel generator start signal from a turbine trip will
be removed from service as part of the shutdown evolution during extended outages
and returned to service prior to unit start-up.
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This event had minimal impact on plant activities and no effect on the public |health and safety.
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At 1647 on February 25, 1985, with the plant in a refueling shutdown condition, alarm
(ALM) 47001-34, " Condenser Low Vacuum Turbine Trip", momentarily cleared and then alarmed
again. Following this, alarms 47029-21, "D.iesel Gen IA Engine Abnomal", and 47031-25,
" Diesel Gen IB Engine Abnomal", were received in the control room and both diesel
generators (DG) started. The engine abnormal alarms were generated by low starting air
pressure which is normal for a diesel generator start as the air start receiver (RCV)
blows down. These two alarms cleared a few minutes later, after the air compressor
(CMP) started. After investigating the cause, the diesel generators were secured.

Investigation revealed that the turbine trip alarm and diesel generator start signals
were caused by maintenance on the turbine trip mechanism located on the turbine
pedestal. While testing the low condenser vacuum trip mechanism, the turbine manual
trip / rest lever was moved.to the latch position momentarily. During the time that
the lever was in the latch position, an increase in turbine auto stop oil pressure
occurred because the seal oil backup pump (P) was running. When the pressure increased
to above 45 psig, auto stop oil pressure relays -(RLY) 63/AST-1, 63/AST-2, 63/AST-3,.
63/AST-4, 63/AST-5 and 63/AST-6 were reset. When 63/AST-1 reset, alarm 47001-34,
" Condenser Low Vacuum Turbine Trip", cleared.

The turbine manual trip / reset lever was then moved to the trip position. This allowed
the auto stop oil to drain tut, causing a dec'rease in auto stop oil pressure. When the
pressure fell below 45 psi, the auto stop oil pressure relays tripped again. The
tripping of 63/AST-1 caused the " Condenser Low Vacuum Turbine Trip" alarm to alarm
again. The tripping of 63/AST-3 initiated the start signals for both diesel generators.
63/AST-3 also combines with 63/AST-4 and 63/AST-5 in a 2 of 3 logic for a reactor trip
above 10% power. 63/AST-6 is used to trip the generator coincident with high thrust
bearing wear. Therefore, the only automatic action that occurred were the diesel
generators starting and the turbine trip alarm being received in the control room.

Under refueling conditions, there is no impact on the plant other than an inadvertent
start of the diesel generators. Under operating conditions of greater than 10% power ,

this event would have resulted in a turbine and reactor trip in addition to a diesel i

generator start.

To preve'nt reoccurrence, the fuses for the relays associated with 63/AST-3 will be ;

removed as part of the shutdown evolution during extended outages to prevent the relay j
from energizing and starting the diesel generators. These will be returned to service i

prior to unit start-up. !
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WISCONSIN PUBLIC SERVICE CORPORATION
P.O. Box 1200, Green Bay, WI 54305

March 27, 1985

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Connission
Document Control Desk
Washington, D.C. 20555

Gentlemen:

Docket 50-305
Operating License DPR-43
Kewaunee Nuclear Power Plant
Reportable Occurrence 85-008-00

In accordance with the. requirements of 10 CFR 50.73 " Licensee Event Report
System", the attached Licensee Event Report for reportable occurrence
85-008-00 is being submitted.

Very truly yours,

D. C. Hintz
Manager - Nuclear Power

GWH/js

Attach.

cc - INP0 Records Center
Suite 1500,1100 Circle 75 Parkway
Atlanta, GA 30339

Mr. Robert Nelson, NRC Resident Inspector
RR fl, Box 999, Kewaunee, WI 54216-

Mr. S. A. Varga, Chief
US NRC, Washington, DC 20555

Mr. J. G. Keppler, Regional Administrator
Region III, US NRC, 799 Roosevelt Road
Glen Ellyn,.IL 60137
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